
 

NEWSFLASH!!!!NEWSFLASH!!!!!!NEWSFLASH!!!!!!!!! 
 

CON ED MANAGEMENT ENDORSES UNITY AND SOLIDARITY, 

STUNNING DEVELOPMENT FOR PARTY; 

LIKELY TO BYPASS RED TAPE AND FIRE THEMSELVES 
 

The Unity and Solidarity party is touting its recent endorsement from a Con Ed 

manager on its Facebook page as a sign it’s a force to be reckoned with when it 

comes to taking on the Bosses. 
 

Laughing at the words “conflict of interest” the Con Ed manager, the spouse of VP 

candidate Scott McGrath, in a rant that all but screams “vote for Scott or I’ll fire 

your ass (or at least never train you properly ever again),” posted the following on 

Facebook: 
 
Yes I do work for management at TLC. I train future union members to excel at their new entry level CSR jobs. 1 thing I can tell you 
is that my husband, will NEVER back down from what is right no matter who he is related to!! He knows his union and knows what is 
going on right now is wrong! He will fight with all of his will for the better of the union! HOW DARE THEY SAY ANYTHING ABOUT 
ME!! I am helping train their union workers. 

 

All spelling, grammar and punctuation are straight from the Manager’s fingers. 

What is really troubling is that Unity and Solidarity finds nothing wrong with this 

picture. 
 

Where we come from, as good Trade Unionists, when a Boss, who has the power to 

stop your career, or get you fired outright, meddles in Union matters it’s time to 

head for the hills. 
 

Think about it, this manager, who trains “…union members to excel,” can also use 

that position to pressure them to vote for her husband, or else, maybe, lose a job. 

We don’t know about you but that seems a little stomach turning. 
 

Seriously, men and women have given their lives for the right to organize against 

the Bosses, and let’s face it: Con Ed, our largest employer, never met a Local 1-2 

Member it wouldn’t fire at the drop of a hat.  
 

So, there’s that. If you are thinking of backing Unity and Solidarity, and the top of 

their ticket, “The Milk Carton Kids”-so named because they’ve been missing 

Membership Meetings for years - then please just quit now. Save Con Ed the 

trouble. Also, be scared, be very scared of these folks. 
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